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ABSTRACT
Mobile apps have become popular for providing artificial intelli-
gence (AI ) services via on-device machine learning (ML) techniques.
Unlike accomplishing these AI services on remote servers tradi-
tionally, these on-device techniques process sensitive information
required by AI services locally, which can mitigate the severe con-
cerns of the sensitive data collection on the remote side. However,
these on-device techniques have to push the core of ML expertise
(e.g., models) to smartphones locally, which are still subject to sim-
ilar vulnerabilities on the remote clouds and servers, especially
when facing the model stealing attack. To defend against these
attacks, developers have taken various protective measures. Unfor-
tunately, we have found that these protections are still insufficient,
and on-device ML models in mobile apps could be extracted and
reused without limitation. To better demonstrate its inadequate
protection and the feasibility of this attack, this paper presents
DeMistify, which statically locates ML models within an app, slices
relevant execution components, and finally generates scripts auto-
matically to instrument mobile apps to successfully steal and reuse
target ML models freely. To evaluate DeMistify and demonstrate its
applicability, we apply it on 1,511 top mobile apps using on-device
ML expertise for several ML services based on their install num-
bers from Google Play and DeMistify can successfully execute 1250
of them (82.73%). In addition, an in-depth study is conducted to
understand the on-device ML ecosystem in the mobile application.
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• Security and privacy→ Software and application security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, we have witnessed an ongoing practice in mobile apps to
run machine learning (ML) models directly on users’ smartphones
instead of relying on a remote server or the cloud to deliver ML ser-
vices, including selfie retouching, biomedical screen locking, speech
recognition, etc. Primary advantages of this practice may include
better privacy since there is no sensitive data going outside the
smartphone [48], faster performance because it has no dependency
on the quality of network connection, and larger usage scenarios
where there is even no requirement on the network’s connectivity.

Unfortunately, this inevitable integration of ML models and mo-
bile apps exposes these on-device models at risk of leakage because
their execution environment (e.g., mobile operating systems and
other apps running on the same smartphone) is rarely trustworthy.
However, previous server-side model-stealing attacks (e.g., training
a surrogate model on the server-side leveraging reverse engineering
relevant remote APIs [11, 23, 39–41, 49, 51, 56]) and the correspond-
ing defense mechanisms (e.g., [7, 16, 26, 27, 37]) can hardly apply
in this new attack scenario.

Moreover, although there are a few recent works that attempt to
shed light on this new attack scenario, they rely on heavy manual
effort to extract these models from a limited number of apps [8],
which use particular on-device ML frameworks (i.e., TFLite [29]),
automatically extract on-device models that are implemented specif-
ically [48] (e.g., model in plaintext at rest or being decrypted af-
ter being loaded into the memory), or evaluate the robustness of
these models against adversary attacks. For example, [12] utilizes
standard API to extract model information to train a surrogate
model, [22] [21] takes a similar TensorFlow Hub fine-tuned model
as an alternative. Even in these specific implementations, these
approaches also be hindered because their strict assumptions are
hard to scale. Specifically, they assume that (𝑖) models in the plain-
text are always interpretable, while a large number of apps use
custom format making their plaintext infeasible to be analyzed,
or (𝑖𝑖) the Java codes of ML-related services are not obfuscated
and uses the standard APIs, which could not be held since most
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apps adopt identifier renaming to obfuscate and encapsulate such
APIs, or (𝑖𝑖𝑖) ML-related services could always be accessible and
triggered manually in the user app, which may be impossible to be
achieved; for example, an app requires login via facial recognition,
while registration and face capture procedures are taken elsewhere.

Although defense solutions [20, 33, 47, 58] have been proposed
and partially deployed, they still fall short in counteringmodel reuse
attacks, which have not yet been considered and expose such key in-
tellectual property at risk. For software vendors, model reuse causes
property issues, and for developers, adversarial attacks caused by
model reusing expose users to security risks. For example, attackers
can identify applications with reuse attack vulnerabilities through
large-scale analysis, deploy these apps in the cloud, encapsulate
an API for free use to cause financial loss, or infinite query the
reused scripts, and construct adversarial examples to have a critical
failure (e.g., fingerprinting bypass). These reuse attacks have not
been taken seriously. Although developers have adopted a vari-
ety of protections and believe it is security enough, such as model
encryption and code obfuscation to prevent models from being
stolen and exploited, in fact, these are not robust to reuse attacks.
Considering the rapid growth of mobile apps deploying on-device
models, it is urgent to enable a comprehensive understanding of the
inadequate protection against ML model reuse attacks.

Though manually identifying and verifying such risks in individ-
ual apps are helpful; however, such tedious efforts are impractical to
scale in practice due to the millions of apps available on the market.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose DeMistify, an automated tool
to demonstrate the feasibility of on-DeviceMachine learningmodel
stealing and identify the corresponding model reusing vulnerabili-
ties in mobile apps. At a high level, we aim to leverage obfuscation-
resilient program slicing expertise to overcome the aforementioned
limitation in related works. Specifically, DeMistify consists of three
components: (i) Model Locating takes an app as its input, decom-
piles and statically analyzes its decompiled resources to detect the
presence of on-device ML models and native libraries that process
them. Next, according to the detected native libraries, (ii) Model
Execution Slicing extracts all components in the minimum necessary
that are related to the execution of those models by identifying the
boundary functions at the Java level. (iii) Model Reusing takes test-
ing cases as input, automatically generates scripts to reuse related
ML services by dynamically instrumenting corresponding mobile
apps, and finally returns the associated results for verification.

To show the vulnerability of the model reusing, DeMistify is
evaluated with 1,511 top mobile apps using on-device ML exper-
tise for several ML services based on their install numbers from
Google Play as of September 2021 and successfully rerun 1250 of
them (82.73%). In addition, an in-depth study is conducted to better
understand the corresponding ecosystem of these on-device ML
services. In particular, it reveals the current protection status of ML
models and analyzes the robustness of their protection, such as 821
ML apps adopt customized formats, but 88.43% can be exploited
by reuse attacks. Note that, DeMistify overcomes restrictions on
the test attempts (e.g., query limitations on servers), and that
90.3% of exploits contain sufficient low-dimensional information,
which makes it promising in security applications including train-
ing dataset recovery and vulnerability identification.

Contribution. This paper contains the following contributions:
• Novel Problem: This paper aims to address a novel research
problem, i.e., how to successfully steal on-device ML models
and correctly reuse them with relevant functional modules in
a given mobile app with accurate results. This problem has
not been well studied and becomes urgent to be addressed due
to the significant increase of this on-device service in apps.
• New Tool: This paper presents a new tool, i.e., DeMistify1,
that automatically steals on-device models in mobile apps and
reuses associated services by slicing the minimum necessary
components. It proposes a suite of automated programming
analysis techniques to statically slice the necessary boundary
functions and dynamically instrument mobile apps to reuse
ML services alongside their models.
• Empirical Evaluation: DeMistify has evaluated with 1,511
top mobile apps using on-device ML services based on their
install numbers from Google Play as of September 2021. It
has successfully instrumented 1,511 apps with testing inputs
and succeeded in 1250 apps obtaining meaningful results. In
addition, an in-depth study on the ecosystem of on-device ML
services in the Android reveals novel insights.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 On-device ML Practice in Mobile Apps
With the widely used of on-device ML frameworks and SDKs, the
development of mobile apps offering related services has become
more efficient. Whether utilizing commercial or customized solu-
tions, these on-device services rely heavily on the models. From
a model processing perspective, the implementation of on-device
ML can be generalized into three distinct procedures, namely: (𝑖)
model pre-loading, (𝑖𝑖) model loading, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) model post-loading.

(I) Model Pre-loading. The first step in implementing on-device
ML services formobile apps involves locating and verifying the pres-
ence of local models. If the models are not found, the apps may need
to trigger additional mechanisms to download the relevant models.
This is because while some apps choose to retrieve models from
servers during their initial setup, the majority of mobile apps carry
the models internally. Furthermore, to safeguard against theft, some
models are encrypted, while others remain in plaintext. Notably,
plaintext models at rest may be stored in custom formats that are
often undocumented. Additionally, since several SDK providers re-
quire license validation, mobile apps utilizing these SDKs must also
undergo the validation process before loading models into memory.

(II) Model Loading. Once the on-device models are prepared
and the necessary execution environmental requirements are met,
mobile apps proceed to load the models into memory. Since models
are not always stored in plaintext, apps employ two strategies
during the loading procedure. One is to load the encrypted file,
while the other involves decrypting the models before loading them.
To ensure both security and performance, this loading procedure is
often implemented using native code in the Android platform.

(III) Model Post-loading. After loading into memory, apps
may need to decrypt the model if it hasn’t been decrypted during
the loading procedure. Afterward, the app can proceed to interpret

1DeMistify is available at https://github.com/MGYN/DeMistify.
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   package com.daon.sdk.face.DaonFace;
 7 public DaonFace(Context arg7, ..., arg9) {
 8     this.l = this.a(arg7, a(arg7, arg9));
 9     if(this.l.supportsFeature("quality")) {
10         b v9_1 = new b(arg7, ...);
11         this.h = ((Analyzer)v9_1);
12  ...}
13 }

14 private License a(Context arg5, InputStream arg6) {
15    License v0 = new License(arg6);
16    if(!v0.isVerified()) {
17        DaonFace.b(arg5, "Unable to verify license");
18    }
19    return v0;
20 }

21 public QualityResult getQuality
(Bitmap arg3, boolean arg4) {

22         Bundle v3 = this.h.analyze(arg3);
23         return new QualityResult(v3);
24 }

   package com.daon.sdk.face.module.b.b;
25 public b(Context context,...) {
26     AssetManager a = this.j.getAssets();
27     this.i = new DaonFaceQuality(a);
28 }

29 public Bundle analyze(Bitmap arg3) {
30     Yuv yuv = new YUV(arg3);
31     this.i.ProcessFrame(yuv.getData(),,,,,...);
32     Bundle v0 = new Bundle();
33     boolean v11_3 = this.i.isFaceFoundPass();
34     v0.putBoolean("result.face.found", v11_3);
35     v0.putBoolean(...);
36     return v0;
37     ... }

   package com.daon.face.quality.DaonFaceQuality;
38 public DaonFaceQuality(AssetManager assetManager){
39     createJNI(assetManager, "models", true, false);
40 }
41 public void ProcessFrame(byte[] bArr,,,,,...){
42     processFrameJNI(bArr, ...);
43 }

44 private native long createJNI(...);
45 private native void processFrameJNI(...);

   package com.daon.sdk.faceauthenticator.controller.a;
 1 void O(){
 2 this.f = new DaonFace(this.e,arg1,"license.txt");
 3 ...}

 4 private Result b(Bitmap v0,...){
 5 QualityResult v4_1 = this.f.getQuality(v0,true);
 6 ...}
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Figure 1: Facial Recognition Login in CIMR DIALCOM.

these models and utilize them to perform relevant tasks on provided
inputs. Similarly, the core process of model inference usually takes
place in native code, while the input validation and acceptance are
typically handled at the Java level in Android.

3 OVERVIEW
3.1 A Running Example
This running example demonstrates how an app implements on-
device ML services with local models. In particular, this example
is obtained from a finance app, CIMR DIALCOM, which has more
than 100,000 installs and implements an on-device ML service al-
lowing users to log into the system via facial recognition.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, this app first initializes the
instance in step ❶ and checks the validity of its license in step ❷,
which is loaded from the file license.txt at line 2. If the license
has been verified, the second procedure of this app starting at line 10

is to load the associated model. There are three steps, i.e., initializing
two different instances of two different classes in step ❸ and ❹,
and invoking a native method via JNI to load the model into the
memory in step ❺. Next, it invokes the method getQuality at line
5 to start the on-device ML service allowing users to log into the
system via facial recognition beginning from step ❻. In particular,
the method getQuality passes the captured face image storing in
the bitmap format to the method processFrame at line 31 via step
❼, and then processFrame passes the face image to the designate
native method processFrameJNI at line 42 through step ❽ and
❾. Finally, the facial recognition result is obtained by invoking
the method isFaceFoundPass at line 33 which finishes the facial
recognition login mechanism.

3.2 Challenges and Insights
To steal the on-device ML models and reuse associated services in a
given app automatically, there are three main research challenges:

C1-How to Bypass Restrictions on On-device ML Services.
From the running example in step ❷, we can recognize that on-
device ML models and services contain restrictions to prevent theft
and unauthorized usage. Consequently, the first challenge is to
bypass these restrictions. While it may initially seem simple by em-
ploying the same license file as the one utilized in mobile apps, this
approach may prove ineffective and difficult to scale. Thus, the de-
velopment of a universal method to bypass all potential restrictions
associated with the steal of on-device ML models is challenging.

C2-How to Slice On-device ML Services Accurately. Once
the restrictions on reusing on-device ML services have been suc-
cessfully bypassed, the next challenge is how accurately recognize
and slice the components executing these services. The main dif-
ficulty in this task is determining the minimum necessary set of
components. This is crucial because a larger set of components
often necessitates additional configurations and preparations for
reusing. These include providing correct parameter values, trig-
gering a specific execution state, and facilitating data exchanges
between different components. For instance, consider the function
at line 26, which involves a complex process of parsing results.
As such, defining the minimum necessary components is far from
trivial, and as far as our knowledge extends, no attempts have been
made in the existing literature to address this challenge.

C3-How to Reuse On-device ML Services Correctly. Further-
more, even if the minimum execution components for reusing on-
device services have been identified, another challenge arises when
attempting to reuse these services without proper documentation.
In the running example, the initial function at line 2 and the analyze
function at line 5 are considered essential. However, automatically
determining the execution order and restoring their parameters
(e.g. “this.e" and “arg1") present significant challenges. Without
detailed information on component usage, including the parame-
ter value types and the execution order of related APIs, achieving
correct results when reusing these services becomes extremely diffi-
cult. Considering the potential utilization of custom data structures
among mobile apps, developing a generic approach to effectively
reuse on-device ML services is indeed a non-trivial task.

To address these challenges, we have the following insights:
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Figure 2: Overview of DeMistify.

S1-Bypassing Restrictions and Slicing On-device ML Ser-
vice via Boundary Function Recognition: Considering the diffi-
culties associated with bypassing restrictions and tracing call logic
in on-device ML services, we propose a novel and generic approach
to identify boundary functions through slicing. These boundary
functions serve as the direct interfaces to invoke a target service
and enable the reuse of their own code with minimal effort. For-
tunately, boundary functions not only assist in accurately slicing
these services but also assist in bypassing license verification and
other usage restrictions. We have observed that these restrictions
are typically implemented as part of the boundary functions. (e.g., in
the running example, line 2 serves as a boundary function that can
bypass the restriction). An important insight we have regarding on-
device services is that they are often implemented in native libraries
to raise the barrier against attacks (e.g., reverse engineering). These
native libraries often expose limited interfaces (i.e., JNI) that are
formatted with outstanding features [13] (e.g., starting with Java_)
for communication between the code at the Java level. Leveraging
this limited number of JNIs, we propose to recognize the target
boundary functions by backward tracing.

S2-Reusing ML Services via Dynamic Instrumentation.
Once the boundary functions have been identified, our objective is
to invoke them in their original order and provide the appropriate
input parameters for effective reuse, thereby minimizing the risk of
failure. To accomplish this, we propose leveraging dynamic instru-
mentation to trigger the boundary functions at the appropriate time,
using our task-controlled parameter values. Furthermore, to deter-
mine the execution order of these boundary functions and parame-
ter values, we propose to rely on the inter-procedural call graph to
uncover the boundary function execution order. Additionally, we
employ static value set analysis to resolve the parameter values.

3.3 Threat Model
The consequences of model leakage are quite severe. First, training
a model consumes a lot of resources, and leaking a model can result
in a loss of intellectual property. Second, a leaked model makes it
easy for malicious actors to find adversarial inputs to bypass or
confuse ML systems that use the model, leading to a critical failure.
Attack Scenario. In this work, we assume that the attackers aim
to (i) steal and reuse the on-device ML models or (ii) attack the
associated AI tasks. In scenario (i), we assume that the attackers can
deploy the apps and reused scripts in the cloud, and encapsulate an
API for free use, and in scenario (ii), we assume that the attackers

can infinite query the reused scripts, construct adversarial examples
and send it to the victim apps without no conditions required.
Attack Capability. To achieve the above attack scenario, we as-
sume that the attackers can access and reverse the victim app from
markets and install them on a smartphone locally. In addition, re-
verse engineering tools (e.g., Soot [44] and Apktool [3]) have been
well developed and publicly available.

3.4 Scope and Assumptions
DeMistify is implemented as an automated tool to steal on-device
ML models and reuse associated services in Android apps. As such,
apps on other platforms (e.g., iOS) are out of scope. In addition,
DeMistify focuses on mobile apps that leverage native libraries to
use relevant models to perform on-device ML services. Therefore,
apps that entirely implement these tasks at the Java code level are
not covered in this study. Moreover, even though DeMistify is re-
silient to common obfuscations (i.e., identifier renaming), its current
version assumes that apps have not been heavily hardened that can-
not be unpacked by common tools (e.g., Soot [44] and Apktool [3]).

4 METHODOLOGY
This section presents the design details of DeMistify. As shown in
Figure 2, DeMistify consists of three primary components. The first
component is Model Locating (§4.1) which locates native libraries
that are able to process these models and detects the presence of
local ML models. The located native libraries are then taken as
inputs to the second component, i.e.,Model Execution Slicing (§4.2),
which aims to obtain program slicing to the minimum necessary
for the execution of particular on-device ML services. Finally, as
the third component,Model Reusing (§4.3) attempts to make use
of the slices to conduct their original tasks given legitimate inputs.

4.1 Model Locating
As the first component of DeMistify, Model Locating is designed
for two purposes, i.e., (𝑖) locating native libraries that are in charge
of conducting on-device services via processing ML models and (𝑖𝑖)
detecting the presence of these models for these services.

Although previous studies [48, 54] have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of using a predefined dictionary for keyword matching
to detect on-device apps in native libraries (e.g., .so files), it faces
challenges in scalability andmay fail to detect new cases. To address
these limitations and propose a more reliable solution to locating
on-device ML services, inspired by native libraries often containing
sufficient information (e.g., prompt, log, and error output) as hints
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for development purposes, we suggest training an advanced repre-
sentation learning classifier that embeds these library descriptions,
effectively capturing the semantics. By identifying the semantics
of this information, we can effectively locate these services.
Ground-truth Dataset Construction.We need to build a ground
truth dataset for Model Locating to characterize apps performing
ML services with native libraries and models. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there are no existing public datasets of ML
apps and so files. Therefore, we use the qualitative open-coding
techniques [46] to determinewhether an app sample is anML app or
not. More specifically, two mobile security researchers with 5 years
of experience were asked to verify the apps following the guide as
elaborated below. First, the annotators decompile the app to view
the native functions which are likely ML services. If there is one,
the annotators notice the invocation of “System.loadLibrary("xx")”
to find out which .so file is the native function to be defined. Next,
the annotators search the descriptions from the .so file to find the
descriptions that indicate the ML services. Then, the annotators
view the resource files to find model files based on the suffix and
file path. Finally, the annotators annotate each app as ML or not
using two rules: (i) if the app contains AI-task native function
and description and (ii) if the app contains suspicious model files.
To eliminate bias, the annotators annotated independently and
then checked the consistency of the results. We present five apps
annotated by the annotator at Table 1.
Training the Classifier. We begin by annotating native library
descriptions that can be used to train themodel. For this, we selected
1000 apps with top installs for annotation. Specifically, we made
the above annotations on these apps and obtained a total of 54 ML
apps. We filtered them and obtained 18 typical ML apps containing
different ML libraries and services in several categories, and 40 non-
ML apps were randomly selected for descriptions annotated. Then
we extracted these libraries and preprocessed their descriptions,
which led to 101, 387 descriptions for training. After that, we labeled
the description of all non-ML libraries as false and used it to filter
the ML-related libraries, manually annotated the rest, and finally
get 3, 171 descriptions as true. Then we adopt the essential idea
in the Word2vec [36] and IotSPOTTER [25], represent each word
by embedding it as a numerical vector and train a classifier with
BiLSTM [6] by splitting the dataset into a training set, testing set,
and validation set with the ratio of 8:1:1. After that, this classifier
can give the confidence level of each description. To minimize the
false positives, we consider the library which has more than 10
descriptions with a confidence level greater than 0.8 as our interest.
In addition, we also adopt the string matching ideas adopted by [54]
to parse the file paths of apps complementary to detect models for
better coverage and identification success rate.

4.2 Model Execution Slicing
Once the target on-device ML models and their corresponding na-
tive libraries have been located, DeMistify aims to identify specific
code snippets for executing the target service. At a high level, Model
Execution Slicing first identifies the Java Native Interfaces (JNIs)

within the native libraries, next, leverages the identified JNIs to rec-
ognize and slice particular clusters of Java classes that perform tar-
get services, and finally, pinpoints the most relevant boundary func-
tions which can be reused to perform the task with minimal effort.
Identifying JNIs From Native Libraries. Since core operations
related to using local models are in native libraries [48, 54], which
are invoked by methods at the Java level via JNI, it will significantly
reduce the search space of functions at the Java level if identify-
ing these JNIs first and relying on them to find the functions of
our interests. To this end, Model Execution Slicing analyzes the .so
files related to ML model usages and searches for the JNIs, where
their names start with Java_, from all exported functions in a .so
file. Furthermore, since a native library may have dependencies on
other libraries, and these dependencies are declared in the dynamic
section with a reserved keyword of needed library, Model Exe-
cution Slicing follows these dependencies to exhaustively identify
all JNIs to avoid the potential of missing any cases.
Recognizing Java Classes for On-device ML. After identify-
ing JNIs from native libraries, Model Reusing can utilize them to
identify the minimum set of Java classes that contain methods for
invoking these JNIs. To achieve this, Model Reusing first constructs
a weighted Java class dependency graph (JCDG), next applies the
graph community detection algorithm to cluster these Java classes,
recognizes the clusters of Java classes that are of our interest and
slices these classes hierarchically to get the potential least effort.

Building theWeighted Java Class Dependency Graph. Taking inspi-
ration from [31] who introduced the concepts of density and attrac-
tiveness for weighted networks, Model Execution Slicing constructs
the weighted JCDG which is a directed graph and describes the
operational dependencies among Java classes, with each node rep-
resenting a Java class and each directed edge indicating the number
of method calls from the caller class to the callee class. Specifically,
the weight of a path is calculated based on the observation that
developers often implement a functionality through several sub-
tasks, and the codes to accomplish these tasks are often called close
to each other. In other words, classes with more call relationships
are much closer than those with less, which is a good representa-
tion of the relationship between classes. Besides, since we focus on
class dependencies, it is not enough to compute method dispatches
with the static type, we need to solve object-oriented program-
ming (OOP) language features (e.g., polymorphism) to obtain more
precise dependencies, as such, we built and optimized the context-
sensitive pointer analysis idea in FlowDroid [4] to get the runtime
type in function calls. Therefore, the weight of the directed path
(i.e.,𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ) from caller class A (i.e.,𝐶𝐴) to callee class B (i.e.,𝐶𝐵 ) is:

𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝐶𝐴,𝐶𝐵) =
𝑛∈𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠 (𝐴)∑︁

𝑖=1
𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝑀𝑖

𝐴,𝐶𝐵) (1)

𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝑀𝑖
𝐴,𝐶𝐵) =

𝑛∈𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠 (𝐵)∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ (𝑀𝑖
𝐴, 𝑀

𝑗

𝐵
) (2)

In particular, the algorithm of class closeness detection is shown
in algorithm 1 where 𝑁 is the set of nodes, 𝐸 denotes the set of
edges, and 𝑤𝐸 stands for the set of weights of edges. First, 𝑁 , 𝐸,
and𝑤𝐸 are initialized at line 2, and then it iterates every method in
the input set of system classes 𝐶𝑠 and puts the class name (𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐) of
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Table 1: Confirm Results of 5 Mobile Apps in Ground Truth.

Package Name Native Functions So name So Description Model Files ML app?

com.calliweb.lamaisonbleue detectFacesJni(..) libface_detector_v2_jni.so left_eye_closed contours.tfl
✓trackSingleFaceJni(..) Model data or file location is required to init FaceDetector blazeface.tfl

com.kepchat.androidv4 TrackingFace(..) libnama.so face_confirmation_softmax_threshold fa20160614.model ✓

com.vysionapps.face28 fuTrackFace(..) libface28.so facet category, unable to create facet for face_makeup.bundle ✓

com.momo.mobile.shoppingv2.android receiveDetections(..) libmlkitcommonpipeline.so coarse_classification_result_for_ocr mobile_object_localizer_anchors.pb ✓

consumer.danone.mum createModelWithBuffer(..) libtensorflowlite_jni.so Convolution does not support more than 1 runtime tensor diaper_detection.lite ✓

JNI Recognize

JCDG Clusters Interesting Classes

Figure 3: An Example of Recognize Java Classes.

each method if it calls an arbitrary method belonging to a class in
the class set𝐶 to the 𝑁 set at lines 3−6. Next, it continues to iterate
every method in a 𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐 to find all callee methods 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠 , obtains the
class name 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑁 of these callees, and creates an associated edge
at lines 7 − 11. Then, it updates the weight of the edge from 𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐

to 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑁 at lines 12 − 13. Finally, it passes the JCDG with nodes
to have the graph community detection at line 14.

Slicing Classes via Graph Community Detection. Finally, Model
Execution Slicing applies the popular graph community detection
algorithm [17] on the weighted JCDG to cluster Java classes and
detected the functional modular containing JNIs. This is because it
is used to detect the community in a graph where each community
contains several nodes that are more densely connected internally
than externally. As shown in Figure 3, this algorithm divides the
JCDG derived from the app in §3.1 into several clusters. By identi-
fying the JNI class name of “xxx.DaonFaceQuality”, we can isolate
the green cluster as our interesting. As such, the classes are the
minimum necessary components responsible for target services
and will be used to identify boundary functions. In addition, to
ensure the validity of clustering results (e.g., the current classes
contain false positives that can lead to wrong boundary functions),
Model Execution Slicing adopts extra hierarchical slicing to gener-
ate multiple possible outcomes according to the upper and lower
bounds obtained by the clusters. Although this may not represent
the minimum effort, this can ensure that the results are correct
as much as possible. Specifically, it starts at the upper bound and
deletes the outermost class at a time to generate candidate classes,
and repeats on the current result until only JNIs are left. To this end,
we can obtain several subclusters, representing different necessary
components to achieve model reuse.
Pinpointing Boundary Functions. After identifying the Java
classes responsible for delivering ML services with the least effort,

Algorithm 1: On-device DL/ML Classes Cluster
Input:𝐶𝑠 :system classes;
Output:𝐶 :cluster of JCDG;

1 GetSDKClass(𝐶𝑠) begin
2 𝑁, 𝐸, 𝑤𝐸 ← ∅
3 for 𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑠 do
4 𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐𝑁 ←PkgName(𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐)
5 𝑁 ← 𝑁 ∪ 𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐𝑁
6 for 𝑓𝑚 ∈ GetMethods(𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐) do
7 for 𝑓𝑐 ∈ GetCalls(𝑓𝑚) do
8 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠 ← GetClass(𝑓𝑐)
9 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑁 ←PkgName(𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠)

10 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 ←GenEdge(𝑐𝑆𝑟𝑐𝑁, 𝑐𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑁)
11 𝐸 ← 𝐸 ∪ 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
12 𝑤𝐸 [𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 ] ← 𝑤𝐸 [𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 ] + 1

13 𝑗𝑐𝑑𝑔←Graph(𝑁, 𝐸, 𝑤𝐸)
14 return CommunityDetection(𝑁, 𝑗𝑐𝑑𝑔, 0)

the final step for Model Execution Slicing is to pinpoint the bound-
ary functions which represent the highest-level functions that can
be invoked to perform the ML service without unnecessary side
effects. These boundary functions are designed to minimize the
required resources as input and trigger subsequent procedures with-
out additional configuration or data preparation. Crucially, these
functions cannot be invoked by any function within the classes in
a cluster, otherwise, it would indicate the presence of another high-
level function that is even closer to the boundary of the cluster. In ad-
dition, to avoid dead code, Model Execution Slicing applies another
rule that a boundary function must be invoked by at least one func-
tion that completely belongs to a different cluster. After that, the
functions of “DaonFace” and “getQuality” in the running example
will be considered as boundary functions to perform the next step.

4.3 Model Reusing
After identifying the boundary functions, DeMistify proceeds to
perform two subtasks to facilitate the reuse of the corresponding
on-device services: (𝑖) generating reuse scripts and (𝑖𝑖) successfully
reusing target services via dynamic instrumentation.
Generating Reuse Scripts. As the first step of Model Reusing, two
problems need to be solved. First, it would be insufficient if only
identify all boundary functions without specific orders; otherwise,
it is possible that the target ML task would not be triggered prop-
erly. Second, these functions cannot be executed without giving the
correct parameters. Therefore, Model Reusing determines the exe-
cution orders by traversing the inter-procedural control-flow graph
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(ICFG) and reconstructs the parameters by backward tracking the
inter-procedural data-flow graph (IDFG). Considering that these
two steps need precise analysis to deal with OOP language features.
To this end, we also use the aforementioned context-sensitive pointer
analysis technique to construct the graphs.

Orders Determined by Traversing The ICFG. The Android oper-
ating system provides a large set of callbacks for mobile apps to
use to accomplish a variety type of asynchronous tasks in the
background. Given this multi-threading nature in Android apps,
Model Reusing first utilize FlowDroid [4] to generate the main
entrance (e.g., dummy function), then Model Reusing determines
the execution order of boundary functions by traversing the ICFG.
Particularly, starting from the main entrance, Model Reusing simu-
lates the execution of function blocks and tracks each statement,
and maintains object type operation, such as new, assignment, and
return, when encountering a function call, it will track the real func-
tion call based on the current runtime object type, and determine
the boundary function orders by the visiting order.

Reconstructing parameters by tracing backward. After determin-
ing the execution order of these boundary functions, Model Reusing
is required to provide sufficient and accurate values to the parame-
ters of all boundary functions. In particular, Model Reusing recon-
structs the values to these parameters by traversing in the backward
direction of the inter-procedural data-flow graph (IDFG). This pa-
rameter reconstruction procedure is performed with the following
systematic strategies to optimize the whole framework.

(I) Constant Values. Values to some parameters could be constant
values, such as hardcoded strings. For these parameters, the corre-
sponding strategy is to resolve such values even in the case that
they are generated via complicated computations, e.g., splitting,
concatenation, and etc.

(II) Variable Values. In cases of variable values, static-based solu-
tions to resolve values may not be able to produce concrete values.
Therefore, based on the declared types of parameters in on-device
ML boundary functions, Model Reusing addresses these variable
values with the following two strategies.

• Pre-defined Termination Types: Some variable values are gener-
ated outside the app and serve as input(e.g., the data structure
of bitmap is to accept the data of an image captured by the
camera). As such, we first divide the inputs into four types
according to the ML service [12], namely image, voice, video,
and text. These inputs are always collected through system
API calls, so we consulted the developer documentation one
by one according to the input type, there are 11 APIs (listed
in Table 2) in total to handle these tasks. Therefore, instead of
intending to resolve the actual values, Model Reusing would
like to uncover the pre-defined types of the data structures if
they are designed to accept values from the outside.
• Return Values of Other Methods: Some other variable values
that are generated within the app may also be difficult to
resolve if they are the return values of other methods. Since
these methods may not be included in the clustered Java
classes obtained in §4.2, Model Reusing also has to execute
suchmethodswith appropriate parameter values, whichmakes
this procedure an iterative one. For example, boundary func-
tion A requires a parameter, but this parameter is the return

Table 2: Targeted Types for Termination.

Type Class API

Input

Bitmap createBitmap(int[], int, int,...)
BitmapFactory decodeFile(String)
Media getBitmap(ContentResolver, Uri)

AudioRecord read(short[],int,int)
AudioRecord read(byte[],int,int)
AudioRecord read(java.nio.ByteBuffer,int)

PictureCallback onPictureTaken(byte[], Camera)
PreviewCallback onPreviewFrame(byte[], Camera)

EditText getText()
EditText getEditableText()
Editable toString()

var path = "pic -1. jpg";
// convert to bitmap
var file = Java.use('java.io.File').$new(path);
var FS = Java.use('java.io.FileInputStream ').$new(file);
var bitmap = Java.use('android.graphics.BitmapFactory ').

decodeStream(FS);
. . .
// boundary function #1
var s33124763 = Java.use('com.google.android.gms.vision.

face.FaceDetector$Builder ').build();
s33124763.isOperational ()
// boundary function #2
var s696379067 = Java.use('com.google.android.gms.vision.

Frame$Builder ').$new();
s696379067.setBitmap(bitmap); // input
var s1845700457 = s33124763.detect(s696379067);
. . .

Listing 1: Reusing Script Generated by Demistify

value of non-boundary function B. The simplest way is to
call the B function to get this return value, but if B needs to
pass parameters, Model Reusing also needs to process these
parameters. To optimize this iterative process to avoid legacy
static analysis problems (e.g., path explosion), Model Reusing
only repeats the process within a loop once and terminates
at methods that entirely generate values depending on the
outside resources (e.g., network response) having no direct
relationship to target tasks.

Model Reuse via Dynamic Instrumentation. Upon generating
the model reuse scripts, the final step for Model Reusing is to reuse
the target on-device services and verify the success. To gain a clearer
understanding of how the reuse scripts are executed, we present
the key components of a script generated by DeMistify in Listing 1.
In this script, the path specifies the default image configured for
each test trial, which is utilized for reusing the on-device model.
Additionally, every boundary function is appropriately prepared for
triggering. Subsequently, DeMistify automatically installs the rele-
vant application, restarts it, injects the script using Frida [15], and
collects the results without requiring any additional configuration.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate DeMistify and answer the following
research questions based on experimental results.
• RQ1: How does DeMistify perform on a large scale?
• RQ2: How effective is DeMistify? We address this question
by considering three sub-questions:
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– RQ2.a: How effective are the components of DeMistify?
– RQ2.b: What is the reuse ability of DeMistify?
– RQ2.c: Is DeMistify highly resilient to model protection
and code obfuscation?

5.1 Implementation and Experiment Setup
We implemented DeMistify with more than 700 lines of Python
code and around 6500 lines of Java code. The implementation of the
Model Locating depends on a few libraries: we use apktool [3] to
collect the libraries from apps, strings command to extract descrip-
tions, Word2vec [36] to train an embedding, and BiLSTM [6] to train
the classifier. In the Model Execution Slicing, it leverages the readelf
command to extract all exported functions in every .so file and
then depends on Soot [44] to build the JCDG and cluster the classes.
For the Model Reusing, it depends on Soot [44], FlowDroid [4],
and Frida [15] to build ICFG, resolving parameters, dynamically
instrument code reuse scripts, monitor the completion of model
reuse code execution, and return the consequent results.
Evaluation Environment. The experiments are conducted on two
servers. One is equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 5215 CPU with
512GBmemory running Ubuntu 18.04. This server crawls apps from
Google Play and analyzes them with DeMistify. The other has an
Intel i7-9700 3.00 GHz CPU with 16GB memory running Windows
10. It is connected to one Pixel 2 smartphone running Android 11
to evaluate the effectiveness of the generated reusing scripts.

5.2 RQ1: Scalability of DeMistify
This section presents the accuracy verification, the dataset collec-
tion, and the distribution analysis of ML SDKs and frameworks.
Identifing Accuracy and Precision of ML Apps. To establish
the ground truth for our evaluation, we initially executed Mod-
elXRay [48] based on the install numbers from our dataset until we
got 152 apps labeled as ML apps and 152 non-ML apps. Then, we
manually verified all 304 apps and adjusted the labels as our ground
truth based on (§4.1), resulting in 138 apps as ML and 166 apps as
non-ML. We evaluated [48] and DeMistify on these apps, and the
results showed that [48] achieved an accuracy of 89.5% with a false
negative (FN) rate of 6.5% and a false positive (FP) rate of 13.8%. We
conducted further analysis on the FP and FN cases of [48]. In FN,
we found that these apps use unpopular ML frameworks whose
keywords are not in the string dictionary, besides, in FP, there are
some strings that are matched incorrectly (e.g., PatternNode is a
match for rnn) and some libraries only contains individual strings
but does not provide ML services. In contrast, DeMistify overcame
these limitations and achieved an accuracy of 98.4% with only 1.4%
FN and 1.8% FP. In terms of precision, [48] achieved 84.9% precision,
while DeMistify achieved 97.8%, this relatively high accuracy and
precision shows DeMistify is suitable for large-scale study.
Efficiency of DeMistify.We evaluate the runtime overhead of [48]
and DeMistify on ML app identification with 50 parallel processes.
On average, it takes 8.42 seconds for DeMistify to process an app
in our dataset, comparable to [48] (i.e., on average, 6.96 seconds
to process an app). We also evaluate the runtime of DeMistify on
Model Reusing, it only takes 63.27 seconds and 1.26G memory on
average for DeMistify to generate a reuse script. The reason it
is so efficient is because, we only use FlowDroid [4] to generate

Figure 4: Distribution of Framework and SDK over Category.

entry points, bypassing a lot of its time-consuming operations. This
proves that DeMistify can be used to analyze large-scale apps.
Dataset Collection. The dataset used in this study comprises a
total of 427,471 top free Android apps sourced from Google Play
across 27 categories based on their install numbers as of September
2021. Furthermore, out of the nearly 420-thousand apps, we applied
semantic analysis in §4.1 and supplemented it with the algorithm
proposed in a previous study [48] which relied on keyword match-
ing for on-device ML app and model recognition, resulting in the
identification of 2,207 apps that provide on-device ML services.
Subsequently, we manually inspected, installed, and ran these iden-
tified apps, filtering out those with garbled code, crashes, and no
relevant service identification. Ultimately, we verified and included
1511 apps in our test dataset. It’s worth noting that throughout the
entire process, only one person was involved. On average, this per-
son spent at least 7 minutes per app, with approximately 5 minutes
for viewing and 2 minutes for installation and execution.
Generality of DeMistify on different ML SDK and Framework.
To assess the generality of DeMistify, we examined the distribution
of 1,511 apps. By summarizing the package names as SDKs and
inferring the library descriptions as frameworks, we identified a
total of 11 known frameworks and 118 SDKs. Among them, 20 SDKs
were implemented in more than three apps. We also plotted them in
Figure 4 to visualize the distribution of these SDKs and frameworks
across different categories. It is obvious that DeMistify is robust in
large-scale detection rather than focusing on specific frameworks
or SDKs and can conduct comprehensive analysis across various
frameworks and SDKs.
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Table 3: Overall Effective Evaluation Results.

Item Value

# DL/ML Apps Tested 1,511

# Models 15,435

# JNI 3,630

# JCDG 1,511
# Nodes 21,664,793
# Edges 87,495,777
# Clusters 1,981,850

# Java Classes 39,456
# Boundary Functions 14,483

# Dead Code 3,301
# Active Functions 11,182

# Lifecycle Callback 1,964
Ave. Funcs in Callback 5.69

# Traced Parameters 19,051
# Constants 1,208
# Termination 2,539
# Return Value 15,304
Ave. Depths 2.51

# Reuse Succeed Apps 1250
# Success Rate 82.73%

5.3 RQ2: Effectiveness Evaluation of DeMistify
5.3.1 RQ2.a: How effective are the components of DeMistify?
This section presents the effectiveness evaluation of DeMistify in
Table 3, and the details of each component are presented as follows.
Effectiveness of Model Locating. The objective of Model Locat-
ing is to identify the presence of target on-device ML services and
locate their native implementations. In the evaluation of 1,511 apps,
this component has successfully recognized 3,630 JNI classes that
are closely associated with the target on-device services. Further-
more, it has identified a total of 15,435 models from all the apps,
averaging approximately 10 models per app.
Effectiveness ofModel Execution Slicing.After recognizing and
locating on-device ML services in native implementations, Model
Execution Slicing focuses on identifying and slicing the minimum
necessary implementations at the Java level for reuse. In this pro-
cess, Model Execution Slicing generates a total of 1,511 JCDGs, with
each JCDG generated for a specific mobile app. These JCDGs consist
of 21,664,793 nodes (representing unique Java classes within each
app), 87,495,777 edges, and 1,981,850 clusters. Additionally, Model
Execution Slicing identifies 39,456 classes that are directly involved
in performing on-device ML services. These classes encompass both
individual development classes and commercial SDKs. Among these
classes, 14,483 boundary functions have been pinpointed. To ana-
lyze these boundary functions further, using the methods proposed
in §4.2, DeMistify has identified 3,301 boundary functions that are
never invoked and are considered dead code. Among the remaining
boundary functions, 11,182 active boundary functions are catego-
rized into 1,964 lifecycle callbacks (on average 5.69 functions in
each callback) which are used to recognize their execution orders.
Effectiveness of Model Reusing. In Model Reusing, the value
parameters for the detected boundary functions are resolved, and
reusing scripts are generated accordingly. Specifically,Model Reusing
successfully resolves 19,051 parameters for 11,182 active boundary
functions. It addresses 1,208 constant values, identifies 2,539 pre-
defined termination parameter types, and resolves 15,304 values

that are returned by arbitrary methods. On average, each return
value requires the component to trace back 2.51 steps in depth.

To investigate the accuracy of these results, we randomly selected
10 apps, manually reused them, and compared the statistical results
withDeMistify. Specifically, Model Locating reports 86 models with
one false positive and zero false negative. As for the recognized JNIs,
Model Execution Slicing reports 21 JNIs with three false positives,
due to they are utility classes declared in ML native libraries. When
considering the active boundary function, Model Execution Slicing
collects 44 active boundary functions with nine false positives and
one false negative. However, these false positives are some config-
uration functions, which did not have any impact on the results.
As for the false negative, it was identified as dead code, which was
caused by the limitations of pointer analysis on reflection.

5.3.2 RQ2.b: What is the reuse ability of DeMistify?
After manually verifying the success of reusing on-device ML

services, which return the expected results, DeMistify successfully
reuses 1250 out of 1,511 apps in the test dataset, achieving a suc-
cess rate of 82.73%. Additionally, we measured the informativeness
of the results and found that 90.3% of the reusable apps contain
rich quantitative and multidimensional information that can be
exploited by adversary attacks. The remaining apps are mainly
related to background editing, which directly returns the editing
results (e.g., removing the background). This is because DeMistify
slices the functional modules of ML service and retains the most
original data of inference results which will be further processed by
the app. In particular, Table 4 shows the detail of our model reusing
results of the top 10 reusable mobile apps as examples to show
how we determine if the reuse was successful. The table includes
the package name of the app, the reused service, the associated
input, the original detection result, and the result obtained in our
reusing evaluation, which is classified as either correct or wrong.
If the original and reused results match, we consider the model
reuse to be successful. Even small partial differences in the results
would lead to the conclusion that reusing has not been achieved. As
expected, all on-device ML models in these apps were successfully
reused, regardless of their different functionalities.

Regarding the failed apps, we conducted a manual analysis of the
top 50 apps and summarized the failure reasons. At a high level, the
primary cause of failure can be attributed to limitations in the tools
used. Specifically, six apps failed due to an incomplete call-graph
generated by FlowDroid [4], eight apps encountered limitations in
Frida [15], where seven apps contained garbled code that couldn’t
be resolved, five execution timeouts, and one instrumentation fail-
ure. Furthermore, there were five cases where failure resulted from
the absence of local models despite the presence of native libraries.
Additionally, two apps failed because we couldn’t provide appropri-
ate inputs, electrocardiography, and road condition. Lastly, out of
the remaining apps, seven apps had issues with correctly resolving
parameters, six apps had incorrect class clustering, and ten apps
failed to produce valid outputs. Among these, five apps failed to
generate any output when used, while the other five apps belonged
to the same SDK provider but utilized a unique implementation
that significantly differed from the others.

5.3.3 RQ2.c: Is DeMistify highly resilient to model protection
and code obfuscation?
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Table 4: Reuse results of Top 10 Reusable Mobile Apps Providing Different On-device ML Services.

Package Name Reuse Service Input Subtask Original detection Reuse detection Correct?

com.commsource.beautyplus Selfie editing Selfie image FaceRect (71.0, 81.0, 193.0, 203.0) (71.0, 81.0, 193.0, 203.0) ✓
FaceCount 1 1 ✓

com.videoplayer.livetalk Video chat Facial image or frame

FaceRect (37.23, 49.01) + 181.52 (37.23, 49.01) + 181.52 ✓
IsSmiling 0.007 0.007 ✓
IsEyesOpen 0.99 0.99 ✓
Landmarks (95.01, 120.73) (95.01, 120.73) ✓

makeup.selfiecamera.beautycam.beautyplus Selfie editing Selfie image FaceRect (𝐿 : 44,𝑇 : 77, 𝑅 : 193, 𝐵 : 226, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) (𝐿 : 44,𝑇 : 77, 𝑅 : 193, 𝐵 : 226, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) ✓
Landmarks (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (46, 125) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (124, 185)) (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (46, 125) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (124, 185)) ✓

com.camera.mi9 Face enhancement Facial image or frame

FaceRect (39.86, 52.85) + 173.38 (39.86, 52.85) + 173.38 ✓
IsSmiling 0.007 0.007 ✓
IsEyesOpen 0.99 0.99 ✓
Landmarks (97.77, 121.75) (97.77, 121.75) ✓

com.faceenhancer.android Selfie editing Selfie image FaceRect (𝐿 : 64,𝑇 : 92, 𝑅 : 188, 𝐵 : 216, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) (𝐿 : 64,𝑇 : 92, 𝑅 : 188, 𝐵 : 216, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) ✓
Landmarks (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (53, 120) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (124, 197)) (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (53, 120) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (124, 197)) ✓

com.face.gender.changer.faceapp Transform gender Facial image FaceRect (𝐿 : 32,𝑇 : 52, 𝑅 : 212, 𝐵 : 231, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) (𝐿 : 32,𝑇 : 52, 𝑅 : 212, 𝐵 : 231, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) ✓
Landmarks (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (41, 119) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (129, 192)) (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (41, 119) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (129, 192)) ✓

com.ophotovideoapps.facenhancer Selfie editing Selfie image FaceRect (𝐿 : 32,𝑇 : 52, 𝑅 : 212, 𝐵 : 231, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) (𝐿 : 32,𝑇 : 52, 𝑅 : 212, 𝐵 : 231, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 : 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒) ✓
Landmarks (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (71, 120) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (111, 199)) (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (71, 120) ...𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 (111, 199)) ✓

com.playdigital.modo Document scan Document image DocRect (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐹 (1.5184212, 3.2016373, 318.8564, 218.48717)) ( [0]𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠 (81.5%)𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐹 (1.5184212, 3.2016373, 318.8564, 218.48717))
✓( [1]𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠 (18.2%)𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐹 (21.968193, 76.56427, 319.31763, 209.98932))

et.song.newVSUFO.wifi.app.air.h264 Gesture Recognize Frame Control take photo take photo ✓
video record video record ✓

com.smithandsons.cutpaste.photoeditor Backgroud replace Any image
Foreground foreground image foreground image ✓
Backgroud grayscale image grayscale image ✓
Masks 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 [] (...0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1...0, 0, 1...) 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 [] (...0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1...0, 0, 1...) ✓

On-device ML Models Protection. In terms of model protection,
we collected 15,435 models and evaluated them with different pro-
tection types i.e., plaintext, encrypted with entropy higher than
7.99 [48], and custom format which cannot be parsed by common
frameworks [12]. The evaluation results indicate that 61% of the
models are in plaintext, while the remaining 39% of the models
adopt protection measures. Among the protected models, 37% are
in a custom format, and 2% are encrypted. Additionally, we assessed
the rate of app-level adoption of model protection. Approximately
26.54% of the apps employ plaintext models, 5.62% of the apps utilize
encrypted models, and the remaining 67.84% of the apps contain
custom format models. Note that, DeMistify is task-oriented rather
than model-oriented. Therefore, we evaluated the success rate on
apps where multiple on-device models perform the same task col-
lectively. As shown in Table 5, 978 of under protection can still
be successfully reused using DeMistify. This is because DeMistify
focuses on the functional modules rather than the specific model
itself, making it highly resilient to model protection measures.
On-device ML Apps Protection. We would like to understand
how the identifier renaming obfuscation affects the success rate,
which can hide meaningful information and resist some adversary
attacks that rely on plaintext string of standardAPI [12].We use [38]
to detect obfuscated apps, which depends on soot [44] to identify
this obfuscation by analyzing whether the proportion of short class
names reaches a threshold. Note that app obfuscation and model
encryption are two different things. An obfuscated app can use
an unencrypted model, and an app without using obfuscation can
also use an encrypted model. As shown in Table 5, 88.43% of 821
obfuscated apps can be reused and 690 apps are at risk of standard
API extraction with 75.94% can be reused. Because DeMistify only
depends on modular slicing and doesn’t rely on the string infor-
mation during reusing, the confusion doesn’t affect success rates,
hence, DeMistify is highly resilient to code obfuscation.

Table 5: Statistics of Reusable.

Item Value Reusable

# Apk Tested 1511 1250 (82.73%)

# Non-Obfuscation 690 524 (75.94%)
# Obfuscation 821 726 (88.43%)

# Plaintext 401 274 (68.33%)
# Flatbuf 171 122 (71.35%)
# ProtoBuf 217 146 (67.28%)
# Text 13 4 (30.77%)

# Encrypt 85 38 (44.71%)
# Customized format 1025 940 (91.71%)

6 DISCUSSION
Case Study in Adversarial Attack. Previous research on black-
box adversarial attacks has been focused on the cloud, they rely
on the query to train surrogate models, and their effectiveness
is largely limited by the number of queries. However, DeMistify
overcomes this restriction, which means DeMistify can obtain a
higher fidelity surrogate model with infinite queries. Therefore, We
discuss the promising use cases of DeMistify. Specifically, we select
a victim app (Ton) that uses a popular SDK provided by Google
with more than 100, 000 installs. In particular, it takes a facial image
as input and returns the information of smiling probability, eye
open probability, and face landmark.

Then we leverage DeMistify to generate the reuse script and
run the associated on-device ML services of smiling probability for
all facial images in CelebA-HQ [32] and collect the corresponding
results. Finally, we train a surrogate model with different sizes of
training sets, eight sizes evenly increase from 3,000 to 24,000, and
construct an adversarial attack with FGSM [18]. Figure 5 shows the
attack success rate with different scales, and it shows the attack suc-
cess rate presents an upward trend. It seems the decision boundary
of the victim model and surrogate model is closer with the train-
ing set greater. In other words, without the limitation, DeMistify
reveals a much higher security risk.
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Figure 5: Success Rate Comparison Of Different Dataset.

Limitations. While we wish we could make DeMistify perfect, its
current prototype still contains three limitations. First, DeMistify
operates under the assumption that apps providing on-device ML
services will statically carry their models. While this assumption
holds true for themajority of cases, there are instances where an app
is designed to retrieve models from its server during its first initial-
ization. Second, as DeMistify is built on top of several open-source
tools and frameworks, it inherits some of their limitations, such
as incomplete graphs generated by FlowDroid [4], unrecognized
special symbols in Soot [44] and Frida [15], as well as execution
timeouts resulting from these tools. These limitations could render
DeMistify incapable of reusing target services in certain apps. Third,
sinceDeMistify relies on the generation of intermediate results (e.g.,
JNIs, boundary functions), limited by pointer analysis techniques
(i.e., reflection-related problems), there could be some false positives
and negatives, although in most cases there is no impact, it may
still lead DeMistify to generate wrong reuse scripts in some cases.
Threats to Validity. The internal threats to validity are the im-
plementations of our technique, the ground truth, and the bias in
success rate. Our technique is simple and easy to implement and its
core part is based on popular tools. Also, we will release our code
for future studies. All the rules on ground truth and verification are
present in this paper. For the comparison tool, we directly use the
released version in [48]. The external threats to validity come from
the selected datasets for our evaluation. Our collection of datasets is
entirely dependent on the number of installs on Google Play based
on their percentage in different categories and was downloaded the
latest version before we started our study from androzoo.

7 RELATEDWORK
MLModel Extraction andAnalysis.Alongside the rapid progress
of ML technique and evolution in mobile hardware, their conse-
quent security problems have started to receive attentions from
the academia [9, 24, 28]. However, the majority of these works fo-
cus on the models in the cloud including both directly predicting
the property of models via relevant APIs [27, 49, 51] and steal-
ing models from the side-channel, such as cache [19, 55], energy
consumption [5, 53]. Regarding on-device models, only a few stud-
ies have been proposed, leaving this field largely unexploited. In
particular, these works propose methods to identify deep learning
apps via keywords in the path [48] and the file suffix [54], and
solutions to distinguish encrypted model files from those in plain-
text via entropy and also how to decrypt them when they are at

rest or being loaded into the memory [48], or evaluate adversary
attacks by tracing inference functions in plaintext [12] and using
the highly similar fine-tuned model from TensorFlow Hub as an
alternative [22] and train the surrogate model [21]. Different from
these works, we focus on model reuse attacks, our work proposes
a powerful toolkit that is generic to different frameworks and mod-
els, allowing analysts to analyze on-device ML in a given mobile
application without any information.
ML Model Protection. Since ML models are always believed to
be a core intellectual property, the field of research on how to
protect them from being stolen and unauthorized usage has been
devoted a tremendous amount of efforts. In particular, these works
intend to protect models in the cloud. For example, some solutions
leverage trust computation techniques including homomorphic en-
cryption [7, 16, 37] to prevent attackers from directly monitoring
sensitive data related to the model property which could be used for
model reverse engineering. In addition, some other solutions intend
to identify whether models in the cloud are in the process of being
stolen by monitoring relevant API usages [26, 27]. Moreover, some
works also focus on identifying unauthorized usage of ML models
via water-marking techniques [2, 57]; however, such a technique
may only work in a limited category of application. Our work is
designed to facilitate these analysis on on-device ML practices.
ProgramAnalysis inMobile Apps. There have beenmany efforts
to conduct program analysis in mobile apps for security purposes.
At a high level, they are either static analysis [4, 10, 35, 50, 52, 59, 60]
and dynamic analysis [1, 14, 30, 34, 42, 43, 45, 61]. Unlike these
works that entirely focus on Java-level implementations, our work
conduct analysis on code at both Java and native level.

8 CONCLUSION
This study introduces a novel methodology and develops an au-
tomated tool (i.e., DeMistify) to detect model stealing and reuse
attacks in mobile apps that utilize local ML models for task delivery.
The proposed tool utilizes a combination of static and dynamic pro-
gram analysis techniques to identify the minimum set of relevant
APIs for AI tasks, generate appropriate input values, and dynami-
cally verify the presence of model reuse vulnerabilities. Evaluation
of the tool on 1,511mobile apps containing local ML models demon-
strates a reuse success rate of 82.73%. Additionally, the analysis
uncovers key participants in the on-device DL/ML service ecosys-
tem and highlights DeMistify’s ability to uncover security threats.
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